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&lt;&lt; Back to Main Social Link Hub &gt;&gt; *Values highlighted in red are optimal choices. * All values are with a Persona of the same Arcana in your possession. Available days: Hisano is available during public holidays Monday Tuesday Tuesday Thursday Saturday Saturday Saturday Saturday
Saturday Rainy Days O O Rank 2 Answer 1 Why do you buy so much? +0 We'll have to come back. +3 Stop complaints. +0 Answer 2 Sure. +0 Buy it yourself. +3 Let's share one. +1 Answer 3 Sounds like a good idea. +0 That would be a little boring. +0 Rank 3 Reply 1 Come shopping with me. +2 Let's
just relax. +3 Why are we here again...? Answer 2 I appreciate it. +0 Not exactly ... +0 Answer 3 Can't you be nice? +0 You could have talked to him... +0 It was downright cruel... -1 Is watching everything? +0 Rank 4 Answers 1 Stop them +3 Ignore them +2 Answers 2 ... Did you hear them? +3 Hey, let's
go. +3 Rank 5 Answer 1 What are you talking about? +2 You are welcome. +2 I didn't do much. +2 Answer 2 He probably does. +0 Have a little confidence. +2 I wouldn't know. +0...... +0 Answer 3 No problem. +0 Not going to happen! -1 Rank 6 Answer 1 Try to calm down. +0 Come over here... +0 I'm
hearing you out. +0 Answer 2 You are still young. +0 He just doesn't know you. +0 I'll yell at him later. +0 Answer 3 I want to be your girlfriend (FRIENDSHIP) ..... (ROMANCE) Answer 4 Sounds good. (FRIENDSHIP) Are you sure? (ROMANCE) -ROMANCE ROUTE- Rank 7 Response 1 I don't mind. +3
About time you said it. Answer 2 Because we are friends. +3 You're in love with me. +3 Because I'm special to you. +3 Rank 8 Answer 1 Happens all the time. +3 You can be so cruel. +3 Are you okay with that? +0 Rank 9 Reply 1 Help her +0 See what happens +0 Reply 2 Thank you. +3 Are you okay?
+3 It was reckless of you. +3 Rank MAX (ROMANCE) Response 1 Accept Her (ROMANCE) Reject Her +0-FRIENDSHIP ROUTE- Rank 7 Response 1 Cute clothing +3 Sexy clothes +3 Casual Clothes +0 Response 2 Yep. +3 We are? +0 Answer 3 Of course you are. +3 Not really. +0 What's wrong? +0
Rank 8 Answer 1 Of course. +3 What's wrong? (False reply) Answer 2 Of course... +3 Do I really have to say it? (False reply) Rank 9 Answers 1 Why? +0 I don't want that. +0 You're selfish. +0 Answer 2 That's not true. +3 So let's find your value. +2 You decide your own worth. +3 Answer 3 I'm not going
anywhere. +0 Well, it could happen. +0 You cannot live in fear. +0 Answer 4 Safe. +3 I knew all along. +3 We need time apart (SOCIAL LINK DESTROYED) Rank MAX (FRIENDSHIP) Response 1 Of course I will. +0 I'll do my best... +0 You're strong enough now. +0 I've been carrying that thing around
ever since I decided to change who I was. I could check myself whenever I wanted, to make sure I was still beautiful all the time... But now... I don't need it. From now on, people like will be my mirror. I will look for my reflection in you so that I will never forget who I am. I won't be able to lie to myself
anymore... Thanks. Your eyes taught me how to do it. -Ai gives her compact mirror to the main character, Persona 4 Ai Ebihara is a character in Persona 4. She is a 2nd year student of Yasogami High School. Liberating her will help the protagonist realize the potential of Moon Arcana. Appearances[edit |
edit source] Design[edit | edit source] Ai has long, wavy blond hair and matching color eyes. At school, she wears the school uniform of Yasogami High, with various eccentricities: a lace fringed choker, pink turtleneck and white leggings. Over the weekend, she wears a pink dress with matching pink
ribbons, a white bolero jacket and pink high heels. In Persona 4: The Animation, her hair and eyes are much darker and she wears a short skirt instead of her game counterpart. During the summer, while attending the summer festival, she wears a pink shirt, a striped scarf and a pink miniskirt. Personality
[edit | edit source] Ai is a very materialistic girl with a prima donna complex who often speaks down to her admirers, and has no qualms with outwardly insulting them, deeming their confessions worthless if their appearance is not up to par with her standards. She is also very selfish, but being with the
protagonist reveals her being a shy person and a sweet, loving soul; She has a crush on Kou or Daisuke, depending on the player's sports club of choice. She fears rejection and acts dramatically once she has received it, culminating in an attempt to jump off the school roof. She puts herself through
various attempts to become more appealing to her choices, and seems so desperate for love that she forces the protagonist into briefly dating her. But because of her lack of actual love for him, she ends up pushing him around and treating him cruelly. In Persona 4: The Animation Ai's story is roughly the
same, but she likes only Kou, and overhears him mentioning he likes Chie. Unable to tolerate Chie, she becomes immensely jealous of her and engages in slapping her. Eventually, she comes to terms with her treatment of others and still pursues Kou, hoping to do better. Profile[edit | edit source]
Persona 4[edit | edit source] Ai is first introduced to the protagonist during sports practice. She was chosen by Mr. Kondo as sports team manager, but it is immediately obvious that she couldn't care less about the team. Ai explained that she was only there to meet the attendance quota and secure her
exam as she had been skipping classes for a long time now. Despite her pattern of shaming, AI has many admirers, and her beauty is said to trumpe even Yukiko Amagi's. The protagonist can ask Ai out, provided that his characteristic has reached Lv. 3 or better. You can find her on the first floor of the
classroom classroom of the shoe cabinets. Ai will invite the protagonist to skip class later, and he will accompany her on a shopping trip to Okina City. During the protagonist's interaction with Ai, she reveals shy shelter romantic feelings toward Kou Ichijo or Daisuke Nagase (varies depending on which
club was chosen), but was afraid of rejection, and practically orders the protagonist to perform reconnaissance and find out what kind of girl he likes. Ai is contemplating suicide on the school roof. Upon learning that he prefers a nice girl (it is also revealed that Kou has a crush on Chie Satonaka and
Daisuke has no interest on Ai), Ai is destroyed and attempts to commit suicide by jumping off the roof. Eventually calmed down by the protagonist, Ai reveals that back in her old hometown, she was a chubby girl and was given the insulting nickname Piggy-Hara by her peers. In addition, Ai's confession to
a boy she loved was rejected horribly, and was even told by the boy that he could be infected by her bacteria if they were to be together. After her father made a fortune in land investments, her family moved to Yasoinaba. It was the time that Ai decided to go on a diet and hear fashion magazines like
Bibles to make herself the ideal girl that everyone wants to be with. But after having her feelings indirectly thwarted again, Ai taking refuge in the protagonist is nice to her despite having no ulterior motives, and suggests they should become a couple. If the protagonist accepts, Ai will practically drag him
into a shallow, playacting relationship in which she constantly wants to be confirmed by them to be perfect for each other. Ai will eventually feel guilty and break up with the protagonist, revealing that she cares about him too much as a friend to hurt him in this way. But if the protagonist rejects her
suggestion, Ai will remain his friend, but subsequent events will cause Ai to fall in love with him. At the end of Social Link, Ai realizes that she only chose to skip classes and wear fashionable accessories was because she wanted the attention and admiration that she had longed for. In fact, she was
avoiding her more laid-back, simpler but truer self. Ai eventually also realizes that she was not in love with Kou or Daisuke all the time, but was only too the idea of loving someone. Ai gives the protagonist her Compact, telling him that after reshaping her image, she has been in the process of the compact
to constantly remind herself that she is different now from how she was before. Now she vows to respect other people's views, realizing that they are her true mirrors to point out her existing flaws. Completing Moon Arcana unlocks the ultimate form of the Moon, Sandalphon, the heavenly prayer. Persona
4 Animation[edit | edit source] Ai Ebihara Persona 4 The animation In anime, met Ai Yu Yu He was dragged there on April 19 at basketball practice when he is dragged there by Kou. It's similar to her in-game social link, with a few differences. She orders Yu to find out from Kou himself whether he liked
someone or not, as Ai harbors a crush for him. She hides inside an empty vault horse in the changing rooms as Yu talks to Kou. Kou is embarrassed by the question, stumbling upon himself; he eventually admits that he likes Chie. Kou soon leaves, and Yu discovers Ai reveling in self-pity. As in the game,
she threatens suicide on the school roof, already climbing the chain-link fence. Yu pulls her down, and after much struggle, she eventually calms down enough to confide in him. She relays her past problems with her weight, and the subsequent bullying it brought down on her. She cries, claiming Kou
should love her for her beauty because she had worked so hard to reach her appearance. At long, Ai will be calm enough to forget about Kou, and instead force Yu to be her fake boyfriend until she found a suitable replacement. Ai continues to treat Yu as her personal driver, and bag carrier. She pulls
him out to watch movies, to shop, and generally regards him as hired help. She forces him to proclaim his love for her, and to engage in impromptu make-out sessions. Yu's tolerance is slowly crumbling. All the while, Yu's friends worry about his well-being as he doesn't have time for the rest of them and
he is constantly called by Ai. (Yu's specific ringtone for Ai is Zigeunerweisen Sarasate, the Game Over theme from Catherine, another game developed by Atlus.) Soon, an important basketball game begins, as it will be Kou's last game before he quit basketball in favor of becoming his family's heir.
Behind the scenes, Yosuke is leading to believing Chie has feelings for Yu, because of misconstruing her words and actions. As a result, he brings her to basketball games to act as manager, for her to realize her true feelings. Ai immediately gets jealous when she thinks Chie is in love with Yu, as well.
Chie is confused in all this, not understanding both Yosuke and Ai's attitudes toward her. During the game, Ai Chies interrupts recordings and declares that she was unnecessary. Chie is puzzled and upset, arguing the fact that she had nothing to do with Ai, and vice versa. Chie argues that Ai treats Yu
terribly and he does not deserve such treatment. Ai's behavior changes, saying out loud that Chie has hots for [Yu]. They're about to start arguing, and Ai knocks Chie out of anger. The two interchange battles as they fight, the players also focused on their game to notice. Out of the corner of his eye, Ai
looks on while Kou scores a shot just as the final buzzer goes off. Ai, in turn, feels guilty for and his performance cements her feelings for him. Later, at Aiya's, the team celebrates their game, still happy in the light of Failure. When they leave, Ai stays with Yu to talk to him. She says she wants to remain
friends with Yu, and instead wait for Kou to notice and love her. Instead of her compact, Ai Yu gives a scroll of images from their photo booth session. He watches as she moves forward to walk next to Kou, striking up a conversation. Persona 4 The Golden Animation[edit | edit source] In the opening intro,
Ai is seen scolding Adachi before calling Dojima. During episode 2, she and Chie are fighting over a dress, and they ask Yu to tell them who looks good, but Marie manages to resolve the dispute between the two. She quickly befriends Marie and asks her to choose a dress for her. Later, during episode 8,
Teddie tells her to help Yu as he is busy with work. She's coming to help Yu on Christmas Eve before everything turns into a mess. Social Link [edit | edit source] Unlock: Strength Arcana Rank 4 Available: Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Ai Ebihara's Social Link is arguably one of the more difficult to
maximize. Her S. Link scenarios have more opportunities to reverse than any other character in the entire game, and the only one that can be broken. Points of Reverse: Rank 2 to Rank 3: Picking it It was downright cruel... Option. Rank 4 to Rank 5: Picking it's not going to happen! Option. Point of
Breaking: Rank 8 to Rank 9: Picking it We need time apart. Option. Gallery [edit | edit source] Persona 4 Persona 4 AnimationYu and Ai ditching the water class to shop Ai buy things for themselves instead of basketball team Ai gets caught listening in on Yu and Kou's conversation Ai trying to kill myself
Ai and Yu talking on the roof Morooka is pissed off at Yu and Ai for ditching the water class Ai gives a death kjaer to Chie Ai and Chie slapping each other Ai and the others being by Kou that he does not stop playing basketball. Ai's photobooth photos with Yu Ai asking Nanako about her scarf Ai being
asked by Yu to borrow her scarf Ai and the others seing Eri and Yuuta hugging OtherAi at Persora-The Golden Best 5- In other Languages[edit |edit source] Language title Dansk Ai Ebihara Japanese 海⽼原 あい (Ebihara Ai) Korean 에비하라 ゚゚ (Ebihala Ai) Traditional Chinese 海⽼原 愛 (Hǎilǎoyuán ài) ài)
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